Academy Grad Week Training: All-ins

1. On Wednesday, 6 May from 1700 to 1815 for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd BNs and from 1815 to 1930 for 4th and 5th BNs, the junior, sophomore, and freshmen classes will conduct all-ins training as a practical exercise of principles learned during their Officer, NCO, and Corporal Academies. Training in two groups is necessary to facilitate chow operations.

2. The training objective is:
   a. Task: Conduct company all-ins.
   b. Condition: Given the Blue Book, White Book, and company SOP.
   c. Standard: A mock all-ins inspection is conducted IAW the White Book, Chapter 1, Section 21 and a correctly filled out CC Form 2A is submitted to the TAC for verification.

3. Schedule
   a. 1700-1705 (1-3 BNs) 1815-1820 (4-5 BNs). Company formation/accountability
   b. 1705-1735 (1-3 BNs) 1820-1830 (4-5 BNs). In a company mass around the letter, the company commander and TAC brief the company on all-in procedures as described in the White Book. The company honor rep briefs the all-in report as an official statement subject to the Honor Code. The company commander and TAC lead the company through the scenario training in the White Book. Any questions and matters of company SOP are addressed and resolved.
   c. 1735-1740 (1-3 BNs) 1850-1855 (4-5 BNs). Cadets go to the rooms. The TAC has previously identified and instructed role players to act out the following parts and has provided the company clerk with the supporting special orders/sign out documentation:
      i. Cadet not present and roommate has no information about his whereabouts.
      ii. Cadet not present and roommate knows he is in the latrine.
      iii. Fourthclass cadet in his senior mentor’s room.
      iv. Door locked, cadets do not answer the knock, cadets asleep.
      v. Door locked, cadets do not answer the knock, one cadet AWOL, roommate knows he is AWOL.
      vi. Cadet not present and roommate knows he is in a sister company studying with a classmate.
      vii. Cadet not present, roommate has no information about his whereabouts, cadet is signed out on special leave.
      viii. Cadet not present, roommate has no information about his whereabouts, cadet is signed out on special orders.
      ix. All other cadets are present in their rooms.
   d. 1740-1800 (1-3 BNs) 1855-1915 (4-5 BNs). Company conducts all-ins and all-ins inspectors deliver CC Form 2As to TAC for verification.
   e. 1800-1815 (1-3 BNs) 1915-1930 (4-5 BNs). Company forms up around company letter, and company commander and TAC conduct company AAR.
   f. 1815 (1-3 BNs) 1930 (4-5 BNs). Cadets released for chow.